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The milk is cold._______1.

He bought some clothes at the mall._______2.

The sun winked at me as the day ended._______3.

The dog laughed as he chased the cat._______4.

I drove the car down the road._______5.

The toys played with each other when the kids left the room._______6.

The cat meowed loudly._______7.

When the car got tired, it stopped to take a rest._______8.

The water froze and turned to diamonds._______9.

The invisible kitten played with a ball of yarn._______10.

Reading -- Real or Fantasy

Read each sentence. Write an F by the ones that are fantasy. Write an R by the ones that 
are real.

If an event or thing can really happen, then it is real.
Things that can’t really happen are fantasy.

example: John runs across the football field. (real)

John flaps his arms and flies over the city. (fantasy)
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ANSWER KEY
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Read each sentence. Write an F by the ones that are fantasy. Write an R by the ones that 
are real.

If an event or thing can really happen, then it is real.
Things that can’t really happen are fantasy.

example: John runs across the football field. (real)
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